
REPORT OF VALUE EDUCATION (2017-18) 

Value education is the education that is concerned with the transformation of an individual’s 

personality. It is a process by which people give moral values to others. It helps us to understand what 

to do and why to do or what is valuable to you as a human being or good citizens. Value education aims 

to achieve two basic outcomes: Helping to better the values that guide their own daily lives and 

contributing to changes in values and held collectively by communities and personally by individual. It 

gives students about the knowledge of the world around us and changes it into something better. It 

develops in us a perspective of looking at life. It helps us build opinions and have points of view on 

things in life.  

The college is the student’s home away from their home. To ensure personal attention and 

learner analysis, we have introduced value oriented education in the college. It will help promote 

interpersonal relationship between the members of the Baselius family.      

Committee Members 

 

1. Fr. Dr. Thomson Robi 

2. Elsa C. Maria Sebastian 

3. Dr. Jalaja J. Malayan 

4. Dr.Xelvi Xavier 

 

Objectives 

1. To develop an understanding of values education strategies.  

2. To consider the relation between values and personal behavior affecting the achievement of 

sustainable futures. 

3. To develop skill for using values value analysis in learning.    

4. Developing character and morality.  

5. Developing well balanced personality. 

6. Developing ideas of responsible citizen. 

7. Developing moral, spiritual and cultural values. 

8. Developing national integration. 



9. Developing   Positive adjustment.  

Activities  

1. Conducted Orientation Classes for D2 (BA/B.Sc/B.Com/BBA) and D3 (BA/B.Sc/B.Com/BBA) on 

05-06-2017 to 07/06/2018 by the decision of the meeting held on 2nd June 2017.The orientation 

classes had taken by the team of Mindit Mind Solutions, Kottayam. 

2.  Monday Message: The teachers or students have given a five minutes message about value 

related topics at 10.55 in every Monday. Fr. Dr. Thomson Robi (Dept of History),                             

Prof. Sheeba Joseph (Dept of Commerce), Prof, Meera Elizabeth James ( Dept of English),  

Almaja Shaji ( D1 political Science), Ayia Varkey (D3 English), Jarla. P (M2 Chemistry), Varghese 

Reji (D1 Physics), Milu Ann Sojan (D3 English), Gopika Anil (D2 Political Science), Megha Thomas 

(D3 Zoology), Simi Anna Kuruvila (D3 Chemistry), Neenu Purushan (D3 Zoology), Mathew K 

Varghese (D3 Malayalam) etc are given messages in this year.  

3. Mar Gregorios Orthodox Christian Students Movement (MGOCSM) caters to the spiritual 

needs of the students. Under the auspices of the organization prayer meeting are conducted on 

all Fridays at 12.30. Invited speakers or respected teachers are given value related speeches. 

4. National Service Scheme (NSS) – to promote respect for labour, discipline, Gandhian principals, 

national integration, value based life and work culture we have 3 NSS units in our college. 

Through their work, they were teaches the students the need of value oriented life.     

  

Blood donor’s club, Red ribbon club, Men’s forum, Women’s forum etc are also arranged value 

based programmes.   

 

 

(Prepared by Fr. Dr. Thomson Robi for the committee of Value Education)  


